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Economy A1 A2 A Board Pavement signs with Snap
Frames

Short Description

Perfect for Indoors, designed for indoor use, ideal for retail stores, cafes, and more
Lightweight and Portable, easily move it around your indoor space as needed
Double-Sided Display, maximize your visibility without maxing out your budget
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Description

Indoor economy A-Board sign

Our value A-frame Sign offers a cost-effective solution for your indoor signage needs. Notably, it features a steel
back panel, setting it apart from most other budget options. You have the flexibility to choose between A1 and A2
size options, allowing you to tailor your display precisely to your requirements. Additionally, we provide colour
options in black or silver to align with your aesthetic preferences. The steel back panel significantly enhances
stability, ensuring your message remains securely displayed in indoor environments like retail stores, offices, or
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cafes. With our budget A Board Sign, you get affordability without compromising on quality, making it an
excellent choice for businesses seeking a cost-effective and trustworthy indoor signage solution.

Our easy change snap poster frames are perfect for your own permanent AND changeable printed signs,
posters and messages - ask your printer for waterproof prints for longer-term display.
Lightweight - easy to carry to your event or location the A board folds flat for storage and has a locking
hinge for when in use. 
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Additional Information

Product Dimensions

Snap frame A-boards sizes

Size of A-
board -
METRIC

   Height
H

   Width
W

  
Spread
S

        
Leg L

A2 snap
frame A-
board

    
860mm

    
455mm

    
540mm

    
245mm

A1 snap
frame A-
board

    
1020mm

    
630mm

    
540mm

    
160mm

Assembly and Installation
This item comes pre-built no assembly required. Simply
pull the legs away from each other and straighten the
connecting bracking.

Delivery and Returns

• We offer a choice of delivery options tailored to the
goods selected and your location, calculated for you
automatically in the Checkout. When feasible, you will be
offered options for Free, Economy or Next Day delivery.
• Any product returned by the purchaser must be unused
and in its original packaging, which should be unmarked.
If goods are received damaged or faulty we will take care
of the problem.
• For detailed information about Delivery charges or
Returns and refund policies, please click on the links
below.

Include in Google Feed Yes

Postable No

Small parcel No

Oversize No
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